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ABSTRACT

Conducting aFinal Year Project (FYP) at UTP often needs lecturers to be the supervisors
for the students to ensure that the projects run smoothly and follow the requirements and

objectives ofthe FYP itself. Even though the projects run on track but there is aproblem
faced by the lecturers especially on the format of the reports submitted by the students.
When they are doing the FYP, the student have to submit reports such as Preliminary
Report, Progress Report, Interim Report and others to their supervisors to show some
progress regarding their project. However, sometimes they did not follow the format that
the FYP committees and coordinator have stated in the guideline. Hence, the format of

the report is not standardized between the lecturers and supervisors even though there is a
guideline available. Thus, this project intends to develop a web-based system that can
help students to simplify the above activities. The system shall provide facilities to the
students to choose the type oftheir report and then the system will show the only format
for that report. In order to prepare this system in an effective way, many considerations
need to be looked into which requires some research of the suitable programming

language or software that will be used for developing this system. Interviews with FYP
committees and coordinator have been conducted to clarify the real format of the report

which is important to the development of the system. Once the system has been
developed, a testing will be conducted that involved FYP students to test it to get the
feedback in order to improve the system. The project itself will be developed based on
the Phased Development-based Methodology where it is widely used for practical system
development and usually produces more stable and reliable systems. It has four main
phases which are planning, analysis, design and implementation. This report presents the
objectives, problem statements, scope of study as well as the methodology in further
detail. Besides that, relevant literatures are also presented to relate the project with some

existing ones. Lastly, the results of the project are presented and discussed, and
conclusions are drawn from them.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Currently, in UTP there is no system that can standardize Final Year Project (FYP)

reports based on the actual guideline. Mostly FYP students do their report based on

their supervisor and it is common that every student under different supervisors will

have different format. Therefore, the system that will be developed can help FYP

students to choose the type of the report and then follow the format of the report

itself. Furthermore, some research element need to be performed in order to be clear

about the system requirement itself. Data gathering also needs to be conducted such

as interviews with FYP committees and coordinatorin order to clarify the real format

of the FYP report for the development of the system soon. The project itself will be

developed using methodology of the Phased Development-based Methodology. For

the development of system, basic tools will be used such as Visual Basic or PHP for

design layout, coding and the function ofthe system.

1.2 Problem Statements

Listed below aresome of the problems thatlead to the development of thisproject:

1. Some FYP students did not follow the format of the FYP reports or the

guideline.

2. There is no known software or system that helps FYP students to standardize

their report.

1



1.3 Objectives

To develop a web-based system that is able to help FYP students in formatting their

report and produce a standardized format and content for all FYP reports.

1.4 Scope of Study

In order to complete this system, several scope of study had to be achieved where the

formatting system will be scoped to cater for all of FYP reports. Hence, the

formatting will strictly follows UTP FYP guideline and some interviews will be

conducted with FYP committees and coordinator to get clear about the actual format

ofthe FYP reports. Besides that, the system will be developed as a web-based system

and therefore, internet connection must be available for users to use.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature review was conducted to develop an understanding of the subject. The

goal was to gain a comprehensive understanding of the existing works related to the

project. The literature that was reviewed consisted of white papers, journals, and

other publications.

2.1 Formatting

Formatting a report means that you modify your items and contents in the report so

that it becomes more attractive in term of the text boxes, the images, the field in the

report layout, and the data while in design mode and enhances its readability. Besides

that, when you are formatting your report, it must be based on the guideline that have

stated such as the font, size of the font, the margin and others. The design area are

reflected when you formatting changes in the report [1], As said by Roger Lever,

"Project status reporting is an essential and regular task. Project reports must be

clear, concise and complete and contain the right level of detail for target audience"

[2].

2.2 Student Portal

The Student Portal, UTP-Prism [3] is one system that can be seen as related to this

project. The portal has a link to update student's resume in column Industrial

Internship. The same concept would be used when developing the report formatting

3



system (RFS) where from the portal, we can write and edittheFYP reports andthen

generate the reports. In otherwords, the concept is the same with RFS but the output

is different.

2.3 FYP Guideline

When developing the report formatting system (RFS), the phases in the methodology

should be followed as it is important to know the progress of the system from one

phase to other phase. In phase analysis, the UTP FYP guideline should be referring

to get the actual format of all FYP reports. In this guideline, the format is clearly

explained such the font, images, paragraph, margin and so on to make sure that the

FYP students standardized their report [4],

2.4 Systems Development Life Cycle

The systems development life cycle (SDLC) is the process where the understanding

on how an information system (IS) can support business needs, designing the system,

building it, and delivering it to users. There are four main phases in SDLC which are

planning, analysis, design, and implementation. In this project, the four main phases

are really used in developing the system [5].

2.5 Technology

The development of the system always uses the technology as the important part in

design phase. Without technology the system cannot be developed.

2.5.1 Visual Basic

One of the third-generation event-driven programming languages is Visual Basic

(VB) where it is developed by Microsoft. Visual Basic are easy to learn and

understand because it is not complicated the language are simple than other

programming language and it also based on the graphical development features and

BASIC heritage [6].



Visual Basic was derived from BASIC and it is much powerful software that has

graphical user interface (GUI) applications, can access to databases and others. Other

than that, by using the components that are provided in Visual Basic itself, a

programmer can put together an application on that [6].

2.5.2 PHP

Other programming language that is able to use in development of the system is

PHP. PHP is "a scripting language originally designed for producing dynamic web

page. It has evolved to include a command line interface capability and can be used

in standalone graphical application" [7]. Besides that, PHP stand for Hypertext Pre

processor where actually it is a server-side scripting language where it is same with

the concept web based as it is use server to run the program. "When your web

browser accesses a URL, it is making a request to a web server" [8].

PHP suited for web development and one of the objectives of this project is to

develop a web-based system where it is suitable to use it. Besides that, it is widely-

used general-purpose scripting language where you can design dynamic interface,

can connect the databases and it also can include with other programming language

like JavaScript, HTML, XML and others. Furthermore, it generally runs on a web

server, taking PHP code as its input and creating web pages as output. According to

the PHP manual, "The goal of the language is to allow web developers to write

dynamically generated pages quickly" [7] [8].

2.5.3 LaTeX System

LaTeX system is "a document preparation system where it includes features designed

for the production of technical and scientific documentation but it can be used for

almost any form of publishing and it is also a document preparation system for high-

quality typesetting" [9][10]. The concept of the system are similar to the report

formatting system (RFS) where it can formatting the report but it does not have the



graphical user interface to insertthe data easily. It can use by put some simple coding

in front of the data that we want to display and latex is not a word processor.

The scope also not the same as this project focused more on the Final Year Project

(FYP) reports. For example, in LaTeX, to code the line "He took a bold step

forward". In Plain LaTeX, the same sentence would be coded as "He took a {\bfbold

step} forward [11][12]. From this examplewe can see that some students that are not

familiar with the code might have some difficulty to format their report. They have to

learn something new in order to use this system where the engineering student might

face some difficulties to that.

2.5.4 Survey Monkey Website

In Survey Monkey website, the users can generate the survey form and they can get

the fast feedback from their friends and other people by using this system [13]. Even

though it is not the formatting system but it is for standardization purpose where they

standardize the survey form itself by their own creativity such as they can change the

colour, font, size and style of any elements in that form. Besides, this system can

generate the graphs and charts for the analysis and result purpose [13].

2.5.5 Wolfram Mathematica: Document Processing Systems:

Comparative Analyses

Wolfram Mathematica is another document processing system where it is "a unique

bridge between documents and algorithmic computation" [14]. By using it unique

symbolic language and built in algorithms, Mathematica can handles structured

documents just like any other data [14]. "With the ability to import and export

hundreds of document, web, graphics, data and other formats, Mathematica can

automatically extract relevant elements, process and analyze them, then use its built-

in typesetting, layout, visualization and interface-building capabilities to

programmatically create final static or dynamic content" [14]. It means that this

system is quite same with the Latex system but it more focused on mathematics and

algorithm.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.0 METHODOLOGY

The Phased Development-based Methodology was chosen as the methodology for

this project. It is widely used for practical systems development and usually produces

more stable and reliable systems because the system is continually improved once

the requirements are changed and bugs are found. As shown in Figure 1 the phases

of Phased Development-based Methodology are followed closely to ensure a

systematic approach to system development is achieved. The four main phases are

planning, analysis, design and implementation [5],

Planning

Initital
Analysis

Phasctd Dcswclopment
Methodology

Analysis

firmly31$

Analysis

SVSTEM VERSIONS

Design

Implementdbior

Design

Implementnti

plementabion J^.

System u1

iplementation JL

System v2

Design

Implementationiplementotion JL

System v3

System

Figure 1: Phased Development-based Methodology
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As stated by Dennis, Wixom and Tegarden in [5], the basic idea behind iterative

enhancement is to develop a software system incrementally, allowing developer to

take advantage of what was being learned during the development earlier,

incremental, deliverable versions of the system. Key steps in the process were to start

with a simple implementation ofa subset of the software requirements and iteratively

enhance the evolving sequence of versions until the full system is implemented. At

each iteration phase, design modifications are made and new functional capabilities

are added.

3.1 Planning

In the planning stage, brainstorming about this project has been done. The main

objective of the system will be outlined and how the system should be presented is

determined at this stage. The system concept is developed to describe how the

system will operate once it is implemented. Moreover, it is important to ensure that

the system will provide the required capability on-time and within cost budget,

project resources, schedules and tools. Some interviews actually have been

conducted in this stage to get the real format of FYP reports for the system.

3.2 Analysis

For the analysis phase, research has been done to find out more about the case being

studied which is the formatting system and the software that will be used for the

development of the system should be determine as research element in this stage.

Besides, there will be analysis on the FYP guideline itself.



3.3 Design

In this phase, the design of the system must be carefully developed to ensure that

user's interactivity with the systems meet user's expectation where for this system,

design the layout was the first stage. This phase is to transform the requirement

statements from the requirement analysis and definition phase into design

specifications for construction purpose. Visual Basic or PHP will be using as a

software for this stage. The data models and process models that were initially

created during requirements and definitionphase were analyzed in detail. The design

would be simple and user friendly in orderto perform the analysis. Design in term of

coding and function of the systemwould also determine in this phase.

3.4 Implementation

This is the phase where the installation of proposed system takes place. After the

installation, the prototype of the proposed system is constructed. For this phase, the

system will generate a report based on the format that is stated in the UTP FYP

guideline. In system testing and evaluation, individual program units or programs

that have been integrated into a complete system will be tested to avoid any

possibilities of system failure. Testing will be conducted during this phase. Testing

must not be deferred until after the entire program has been written.



3.5 Tools and Equipment

For this project, the tools as given in Table I that was used during the development

of the project:

Table 1: Tools and Equipment

Software Hardware

PHP 5 Computer

Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 HTTP Server

XAMPP Version 1.6.6a

Adobe Acrobat 3D (PDF)

Internet Browser

3.6 Gantt Chart

Based on the methodology identified in the Methodology section, Figure 2 below

shows the detail activities plannedfor the first, second, third and forth phasesof the

identified model.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.0 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Results and findings from this project were collected from the Report Formatting

System(RFS) development phases.

4.1 Internet Connection

Internet connection is the part of discussion where as the web based system, the

Report Formatting System (RFS) will be run by server. For this system, Apache

Server in XAMPP is being implemented to run the system with integration of PHP

element to ensure its functionality can be used simultaneously by FYP students. If

the internet connection down, the student cannot access the system.

4.2 Discussion with FYP Coordinator

In this project, some interviews or discussions with the FYP Coordinator and

Committees have been conducted. A discussion with Ms Savita, i.e., the FYP

coordinator, confirmed that all students should follow the FYP guideline in writing

their reports. This was further backed up by Ms Mazeyanti, a committee member of

the departmental FYP committee. She also stressed that following the guideline is a

12



must. Failure of doing so might result with the report not being marked the

supervisors or reviewers.

4.3 Conceptual Diagrams

In order to proceed with the development of the Report Formatting System (RFS),

conceptual diagrams were prepared. The diagrams include:

• Use case diagram

• Flow chart

4.3.1 Use Case Diagram

Based on the Figure 3, we can see all processes that can be done by the FYP student.

An Extend Relationship represents the extension of the use case to include optional

behaviour. For example, after generating a report, an FYP student has the option of

printing or saving the report. For an Include Relationship, it represents the inclusion

of the functionality of one use case within another. For example if the user go to link

selects edit report, automatically modify report function will also be executed.

13



Use Case Diagram for Report Formatting System (RFS)

FYP Student

*<•***»«»>

Figure 3: Use Case Diagram
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4.3.2 Flow Chart

Figure 4 below shows the functional flow of the system. This diagram is very

important as it is reference for the developer in the development of the system. It

shows from the first step for user to enter the system where they have to login to the

system. For first time login, users will have to register their details and then re-login.

After entering the system, they have to go to create new report link to choose type of

the report for example the student want to choose preliminary report. Then if the

report is new report, if yes they have to insert data into text area based on the chapter

given. If it is the old report or if no, they go to edit report link. After the user inserts

all the data, they modify until they can generate the report. After the report have been

generated, if they want to print the report, if yes they print it then they will save on

the computer itself. If they did not want to print, they will save on the computer only

and the process end.

15



FLOW CHART OF REPORT FORMATTING SYSTEM (RFS) FOR FYP
PROJECTS

No

No

Start

Enter the system

Choose type of
report

Insert data into

the report

Yes

Modify
report

Generate

report

No
-Yes

1
Print

' >

Save on the

comfjuter

Figure 4: Flow Chart
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4.4 Print Screen of the RFS System and its coding

Next, this report will present the system which has been developed. Figure 5 begins

with the login page of the website for RFS and if the user first time login they have

to register as shown in Figure 6 and then login back to the system. If they have

registered but theyforgot theirpassword, theyhave to click linkforgot password and

then it will appear forgot password page as shown in Figure 7. Next is login to the

home page ofthe system.

^report formatting system ^
j|[iiignggffljl^^fflflgp^^^

... . , r

Usemome:& |

Password: 0 j

Rt-qiflt^rForooePassword

HSUSI IreEEfli

g Copyright UnivJrsici Taknolagi PETRONAS

Figure 5: Print Screen of Login Page
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* tiam± "• Readier

IK Create Hew user

ipip^lllpf^ppfp
first N»mti I I

u« Nsnis; I I

3bjfl=H[!D| I i

Phoiit NumMi-i I |

Prdai^mmsi I !

£maiti I I

K-K^WSS$ffiM'$^^W?^^T^^\
UMtr-namsi [

— 1ftutwardi |

Conftrm Puflstardi | i

| HAMt IlflMMJ

Figure 6: Print Screen of New Registration

09 N^*mb*r 20*19

^REPORT FORMAI7IN3 SYSTEM

> Nome» FaroDIPauword

| ^ Retrieve Paciword

<j Psoword Reminder

(S!^.0^WMW^^fT^^^ pp*^
|

ld**ot|| luMWt |

Figure 7: Print Screen of Forgot Password

As shown in Figure 5, users will need to login using their username and password in

order for them to enter the system. When the system is entered, home page as in

Figure 8 will be displayed. This home page shows about the system features such as

create new FYP report and edit report. On the top of left side of the system, you can

see My Profile link and it is same with the update profile in quick link table on the

left frame of the home page. Figure 9 shows the user profile that has been registered

before they login to the system.
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$• REPORT fOHMAmm SYSTEM V**(cafrn(=ihJ(V4Jlr5(ijJ*llt: P-htolAKhuiMlr> Wflfc4

ijg^ggfe^^
OS Evavambtr 2004

SM4nu *' ' System Features
SfcEd^^l ,.._1

a ouh:;k utia 'yfifiCreate New ^p R«oort
©utfv.^-^ t1s*,ffl'}
0 U; :!*;•_• •"•-!"-• aaleCI FTP ft«p(OT. fiJIMl'S* itlduOfii

II r-ivliminirv Bf.rcl

• Progress Repctt
• Intrnm Rene;

^j^ Edit Reoort

ESii Repeii. fftaEur^ inchifle:

• Edit Ehe rapoil

Figure 8: Print Screen of Home Page

SB My Profile?

wwpsippppf^w?
rtmName

Uii Namet

aiuOoiii id

PrasraniiKS!

Ptione NumBaf

Emtill

|«hmadKhj^ha y

f>sldN

Ie5!2

Ibis <

[Giynjoj? !

IkuchoyttSfliria11 rCO m

Figure 9: Print Screen of My Profiles

Oihiavimoif JOOi

fc^l

After successful login to the system, a user can proceed with creating a new FYP

report. Clicking the "create new FYP report" link on the menu table of the system

will invoke another page as shown in Figure 10. On this page, the user has to select

the type of FYP report that he wants to create.
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0 Quiit bilks

© ut= Wet,;;-:

©L5idtB-,•-,!=

© LC^.

Select FYP Report

i. jlfe PRELIMINARY REPORT

,PROGRESS REPORT

INTERIM REPORT

i DISSERTATION REPORT

WAfcami Afill v»r £biant: AllihU KhyJhlJjv Mall4

OINivimllrJOOS

Figure 10: Print Screen of Create New FYP Report

For example, if the user chooses to create a Preliminary Report, page as in Figure 11

will be displayed. On this page, in the text box, the users can edit their report and it

has the edit button as same with the Microsoft Word edit button such as font style,

font size and others. In Figure 12 will show the coding ofthe design in Figure 11,

* • REPORT FORMATTING SYSTEM Vr'«tfC0m« FJH.I V* rSmaaAi; Ahmad Khbihiiry Maha

09ha««rib4rao04

Preliminary Report

O

> Saws Hipori ••-. PrHmaaiy »±p<m

o

ABSTRACT

il J i • / n «K | S • S • | SiytM -| FormK -| PomfkWy *| ftmraa -j
: X -j ••& Jh 06 : n Aa I •= jH j 7 » « i 1 •h ± J '»• "iflai

• ui • i i ^ i t & iu H

l|Aj*j
1 3

! pmh WadtO ^

Figure 11: Print Screen of Preliminary Report
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Figure 12: Print Screen of Preliminary Report's Coding

After completing the report, the user can click the "Generate Report" button. Doing

so will produce the document as shown in Figure 13. The output which is FYP report

has been following the format of the FYP Guideline for example the margin, the

font, font size and others. In the Figure 14, it shows that the format has been set by

using PHP to PDF programming language.
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Conductinga Final Year Project (FYP)at UTP often needs lecturers to be the supervisors

for the students to ensure that the projects run smoothlyand follow the requirementsand

objectives of the FYP itself. Even though the projects run on track but there is a problem

laced by the lecturers especially on the format of the reports submitted by the students.

When they are doing The FYP7 the student have to submit reports such as Preliminary

Report, Progress Report, Interim Report and others to their supervisors to show some

progress regarding their project. However, sometimesthey did not follow the format that

the FYP committees and coordinator have stated in the guideline. Hence, the format of

Figure 13: Print Screen of the Example of FYP Report
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Figure 14: Print Screen of the Example of FYP Report's Coding
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In Figure 15, if the user wants to edit their report, they have to click edit report link

at the menu on the left frame of this page and then they can edit from the system

itself and then generate again the report while in Figure 16 show it's coding on how

to get this function work properly.
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Figure 15: Print Screen of Edit Report
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Figure 16: Print Screen of Edit Report's Coding
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4.5 Usability Testing

Usability testing was done by 10 persons who are from final year students. The

purpose of the testing is to test system usefulness and system ease of use. Each of

them has to answer the questionnaire after using the Report Formatting System

(RFS).

From Figure 17, the graph has shown the results of testing on the system usefulness.

For the first question which is ask on the RFS useful or not. 10 persons answer all

yes. It means that RFS is useful for the user. For second question ask where RFS

meets the user needs or not. 8 persons answer yes and 2 persons answer no. We can

see that RFS still meets their needs. Third question asking about RFS enables them to

accomplish task more quickly or not. 6 persons answer yes and 4 persons answer no.

Next for the forth question asking about RFS does things their expected it to do or

not. This question the answer is average where 5 persons answer yes and 5 persons

answer no. Last question that have been asking is 'Without RFS, m job would be

difficult to perform'. 6 persons answer yes and 4 persons answer no.

1. RFS is useful

2. RFS meets my needs

3. RFSenables me to accomplish
task more quickly

4, RFS does things Iexpected it to
do,

5. Without RFS, my job would be
difficult to perform

10

• System Usefulness No

• System Usefulness Yes

Figure 17: Graph of System Usefulness
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Next is graph that has shown below in Figure 18. From this graph we can see that for

first, second and third questions all 10 persons answer yes for the respected question.

First question asking whether RFS is easy to use or not, second question asking about

the user friendly of the system while third question asking whether the instruction

given is simple and to follow or not. For forth question asking about if the user make

the error frequently when using RFS or not. 8 persons answer no and 2 persons

answer yes. 8 persons answer yes and 2 persons answer no for the last question

where it is asking the user 'My interaction with RFS is easy for me to understand'.

1. RFS is easy to use

2. RFS is user friendly with
clear button and icon to be...

3. Instruction given is simple
and easy to follow

A. I make error frequently
when using RFS

5. My interaction with RFS is

easy for me to understand

Til

_ /

10

System Ease of Use No

System Ease of Use Yes

Figure 18: Graph of System Ease of Use
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION

Report Formatting System (RFS) is a web-based system that can be used by FYP

students where they can choose any report and then follow the format or guideline

such the font, margin and others. The methodology in developing this project is

focused more on development methodology. Design phases were the most important

phases in the Phased Development-based Methodology where it clarified the

framework of the system in term of the design interface, coding and function. By

applying the methodology, RFS was successfully developed, and for the time being

able to produce one type of FYP report which is the Preliminary report. As for the

other report types, few adjustments will need to be made to add the specialized

components needed by each report. By having the system, it is believed that this

system can also be expanded to various aspects and ability to help the FYP students

to standardize their reports. This system also will help the lecturers who complained

that their FYP students did not follow the format of the report and hope it will

achieve the objective ofthe project.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1: UTP FYP GUIDELINE BASED ON THE FORMATTING

REPORTS SAMPLE

WRITING FORMAT

The writing of the preliminary report (initial report), progress report, interim report

and dissertation should adhere to the following format.

Preliminary Report/Progress Report/Interim Report/Dissertation Outline

The report consists of many parts arranged in a certain order. It is recommended that

the contents be arranged in the following order:

a) Title Page

b) Certification (only applicablefor dissertation)

c) Abstract

d) Acknowledgements (only applicablefor dissertation)

e) Table of Contents

f) List of Figures

g) List of Tables

h) Abbreviations and Nomenclatures

i) Chapter 1: Introduction

- Background
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- Problem Statement

- Objectives and Scope ofStudy

j) Chapter 2: Literature Review and/or Theory

k) Chapter 3: Methodology/Project Work

1)Chapter 4: Results and Discussion

m) Chapter 5: Conclusion and Recommendation

n) References

o) Appendices

Students may write more than five chapters in their dissertations.

General Writing Format

Students must follow specific guidelines for writing all the reports as indicated.

a) Language

The dissertation must be written in acceptable and formal English. Use the passive

voice.

b) Font and Spacing

All text should be 1.5 spacing between lines and 3 spacing between paragraphs

(Times New Roman regular font-style, size 12) written on a white A4 paper on one

side of each sheet.

The following however should be single spaced:

• Tables and figures

• Computer programs/source codes (must be reduced to font size 8)

c) Length

The maximum length of the report, excluding appendices is as follows:
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Preliminary Report - 5 pages

Progress Report -15 pages

Interim Report - 25 pages

Dissertation - 50 pages

Students are encouraged to use brief and straightforward wordings and avoid jargon

and passive voice as much as possible.

d) Pagination

All pages must be numbered in proper sequence from introduction to the end of the

report including pages on figures, tables, computer programs and appendices. All

front materials are numbered in small Roman numerals (e.g. i, ii, iii). Page numbers

appear by themselves and are not to be enclosed in parenthesis, hyphens or other

decorative symbols. Page number must be positioned at the bottom and centred.

e) Margin

The top, bottom and right margins are 25 mm except the left margin, which is 40

mm. All paragraphs should start from the left margin.

f) Mathematical Equations

Mathematical equations must be spaced out; superscript and subscript must be

clearly shown and numbered.

g) Heading

Thereport should not havemore than three levelsof numbered headings as follows:

1 FIRST-LEVEL HEAD

1.1 Second-Level Head

1.1.1 Third-Level Head

All headings should be in Times New Roman and bold. Chapter andmajor headings

should be in capitals and in 14 font size and 12 font sizes, respectively. Secondary
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and tertiary headings should be in title case and in 12 font size. If there are more than

three levels of headings, please use italised bold font.

h) Tables and Figures

Tables and figures are considered part of the report if it is within the main text. If

they have the size that less than a page, they should be inserted into the text near the

point of reference with a 3 spacingfrom the text. Tables should be on the same page.

Margin limits of figures and tables should be the same as the full-page text. All

tables and figures should be numbered consecutively. Table heading should be

positioned at the top middle of each table. The numbers for figure should be

positioned at the bottom middle of each figure. Refer to each table or figure clearly

in the text before placing it on the page. (For example, "Figure 1 below shows ....)

i) Documenting Sources

Students are required to cite the sources from which ideas they are using. The

documentation systemto be used is AmericanPsychological Association(APA).

j) References

The method of writing references must follow the standard format. The sample

reference format is in Appendix. This sample is using the APA system.

k) Title Page

The title page ofpreliminary report (initialproposal), progress report and interim

report/dissertation should be set out in accordance with the attached specimen sheet

in Appendix and should include the following:

• The title of the dissertation.

• The full name of the candidate in FULL.

• The degree for which he/she is submitting the dissertation.

• The month and year in which the dissertation is submitted.

• The Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS address.

General Content
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This section will elaborate more about the general content needed in each part for

each report format.

a) Title Page

The title of the report should reflect the focus on core issues of the project work or

related to it.

b) Certification

This section is divided into two: certification of approval and certification of

originality. The certification of approval should be signed by Supervisor after he/she

is satisfied with the corrections or amendments done by the student.

c) Abstract

An abstract is a short version of a report. It covers the report's purpose, scope,

methodology, results and conclusion. Abstract should be not more than one page.

d) Acknowledgements

Acknowledgements should include the names of the contributors to the project work

including the supervisors and the members of the group, preferably not more than

one page.

e) Table ofContents

Table of Contents lists all headings and sub-headings, tables, figures, appendices,

bibliography with the page numbers. It also includes the certification, abstract and

acknowledgement (if applicable).

f) Introduction

Introduction must include the background of the project, the problem statement, the

objective(s) and scope of the study. Problem statement needs to focus on the

situation of the problem and research question which lead to the objective(s) of the

study. Students are required to clarify the boundary project work to ensure the

feasibility within the given time frame.
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g) LiteratureReviewand/or Theory

Literature Review is the analytical, critical and objective review of written materials

on the chosen topic and area. It provides the background information on the research

question and to identify what others have said and/or discovered about the question.

It contains all relevant theories, hypotheses, facts and data which are relevant to the

objectiveand the findings of the project.

h) Methodology/Project Work

Methodology refers to methods/procedure used by the student to achieve the

objective(s) of the project. The methods/procedure must be relevant andacceptable.

i) Results and Discussion

This section presents the finding or outcome of project work. All the gathered data

from the project work must be presented in the form of tables and figures such as

graph, diagram or others. The data need to be analysed, and the results need to be

discussed.

j) Conclusion and Recommendation

Conclusion highlights the most significant findings in relation to the objective(s) of

the project. This section should also include recommendations for future project

work.

k) References

This section is the list of references used in the project. The method of writing

references must follow the standard format.

1) Appendices

Lengthy calculations, figures, raw data, computer programs/source codes, outputs,

etc. are to be enclosed as appendices. They should be titled and numbered in

chronological order and capital letters. The appendices and their titles need to be

listed in the Table of Contents.

Providetitle for each appendix, like "Appendix 1. Questionnaire Sample".
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APPENDIX 2: USABILITY TESTING QUESTIONNAIRE

The FYP project called Report Formatting System (RFS) is the system that helps
students to formatting their FYP reports. These questionnaire objectives are for
analysing the project usefulness and ease ofuse. Please tick (V) either yes or no for
each question. Thank youforyour cooperation.

System Usefulness

1. RFS is useful.

2. RFS meets my needs.
3. RFS enablesme to accomplishtask more quickly.
4. RFS does things I expected it to do.
5. Without RFS, myjob would be difficult to perform.

System ease of use

1. RFS is easy to use.

2. RFS is user friendly with clearbuttonand iconto be click.
3. Instruction givenis simple and easyto follow.
4. I make error frequently when using RFS
5. Myinteraction withRFS is easy formeto understand
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